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Structure of 3-infix-outfix maximal codes 
Abstract 
Thib paper proves that a 3-infix-outfix code is a maximal code if and only if it is a group code. 
or equivalently, if and only if, it is a full uniform code. Thus, the structure for 3-infix-outfix 
code being a maximal code can be completely determined. 
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1. Introduction 
Which characteristics does a code C possess when the syntactic monoid SJVZ( C* ) of 
the star closure C* of C is a group? This is an unsolved open problem proposed by 
Schtitzenberger in [ 121. We call a code C a group code if the syn(C*) is a group. 
Schtitzenberger characterized the structure of finite group codes and proved that C is 
a group code if and only if C is a full uniform code 11, 121. Few properties of infinite 
group codes are known so far. In [7,8. IO], the structure of certain infinite codes which 
are group codes was characterized. By introducing the concept of n-infix-outfix codes. 
additional properties of some group codes different from that in [7,8] are given in [9]. 
It also shows that any finite 3-infix-outfix code is maximal if and only if it is a group 
code, or equivalently, if and only if it is a full uniform code. The proof of this result 
relies on the finiteness of the code. Therefore, the following problem is proposed in 
[9]: Is there an infinite 3-infix-outfix code which is a maximal code? This paper is 
a continuation of [9]. We answer the above problem and completely determine the 
structure of a 3-infix-outfix code which is a maximal code. Since the class of infix or 
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outfix codes is properly contained in the class of 3-infix-outfix codes [9], the result of 
this paper is a generalization of main results in [7]. 
This paper first introduces the relevant concepts and notations. Detailed definitions 
can be found in [l, 5,4, 111. 
Let A be a finite alphabet. A* denotes the free monoid generated by A and A+ = 
A*\{ l} where 1 is the empty word over A. An element and a subset of A* is said to 
be a word and a language over A, respectively. For SEA*, 1x1 denotes the length of A. 
A language L CA*, associates its principal congruence Pr and its syntactic monoid 
syn(L) = A*/PL, where 
By [w] we denote the PL-class of w, i.e., [w] = {x EA* 1 x E I}. 
A language CLA * is said to be a code over A if the submonoid C* of A* is 
freely generated by C. A language C CA* is said to be a prefix code if CA+ n C = 0. 
A language C CA* is said to be a suffix code if A+C n C = 8. A language CC A* 
is called a bifix (or biprefix) if it is both a prefix code and a suffix code. If we 
use the notation “0” to represent some class of codes, we say that the code C 
is a maximal 0 code if and only if for any 0 code D over A, D> C implies 
D= C. We say that the code C is a 0 maximal code if and only if C is both 
0 and maximal in the class of all codes over A. A code C is said to be an in- 
fix code if (~u,v,x~A*)x,uxv~C~uu=1. A code C is said to be an outfix code 
if (KU, u,x E A* )uv, uxv E C +x = 1. A language L over A is said to be reflective if 
(Vu E A)( VW E A* )aw E L + wa E L. A language L CA* is called an n-infix-outfix code 
if every subset of at most 12 elements of L is an infix code or an outfix code. By 
Gp, <,, <i,wu, we denote the prefix, suffix, infix, and outfix relations on A*, respec- 
tively [4]. By P(A),S(A),B(A),Z(A), O(A), and ZO,(A) we denote the classes of the pre- 
fix, suffix, bifix, infix, outfix, and n-infix-outfix codes over A, respectively. From [9,6], 
we have Z(A)cZO~(A)cB(A),O(A)cZO2(A)cB(A), Z(A)UO(A)=...=Z@(A)= 
ZUa(A) c JO3 c Z&(A). For simplicity, this paper assumes that A is the least alpha- 
bet for a code, i.e., let C be a code over A, then A*aA* n C # 0 for every a EA. 
2. A structure theorem 
The two following lemmas directly follow from the definitions. 
Lemma 1. Let C CA* be a prefix code. Then C is a maximal prejix code if and 
only if A* = CA* U C(A+)-' where C(A+)-’ = {x EA* 1 C nxA+ # 0). Let C LA* be 
a su$ix code. Then C is a maximal &fix code if and only if A* = CA* U (A+)-‘C 
where (A+)-‘C={.XEA* [CnA’x#@}. 
Lemma 2. Let C CA* be a 3-injix-outjx code and a maximal code. Then C must 
be a maximal prejix code and a maximal sufix code. 
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Theorem 1. Let C 2 A* be a 3-infix--outjx code and a maximal code. [f there exist 
c,,q(#c,)~Csuch thatc~d;~~,i.e.,c~=uc~~~,forsonleu.~~~A~, thenA’U1c,A”“CC. 
Proof. Since a 3-infix-outfix code is a bifix code, it suffices to show that UC’] Ai’1 i c’. 
Let r? = ~,,,a,,_ 1 . . al, a, EA, 1 <i <m. The claim can be proved by induction on tn 
which is the length of the word c’ 
(i) First we verify that uclamanlp 1 . a2A C C. Suppose there is b t A, such that, 
ucla,a,,,_l . ..azb$fC. 
We show that this implies the existence of infinite sequences 
JQJQ,...EA*, dl,dl,... EA and bo,bl,bl,... EA 
such that, for i=O, l,..., 
“‘I=‘cI’,~,~,~I . ..U2byldly2d2.._4..dib;~C, 
no prefix of 
I 
w, = uc~a,,a,_I . . . admdm4.. y,d,al 
is in C, and 
As rl is finite, this last statement results in a contradiction. To construct the sequences, 
we proceed by recursion. 
For i=O, let bo =a~. Clearly, 
b, @{b, / 0G.j < i} = 0. 
Moreover, wo = ucla,,,a,,_l . . . a2al = (‘2 E C and 
I wg = UC] u,,u,,_ 1 . . a2bal. 
Since cl <;c~Lc),,w& it follows that ~6 $ C. As C is a prefix code, no proper prefix of 
~‘0 is in C. According to the assumption, it follows that no prefix of wi is in C. 
Now consider i > 0 and suppose the sequences have been constructed up to step i- 1. 
No prefix of w,‘_, is in C by construction. As C is maximal, by Lemmas 1 and 2, 
there exist x; EA* and b, E A such that w, = ~:_~.x;b~; let y, EA* and d, EA, such that 
J;d( = ~1x1. The w, has the required form. Suppose, hi = bj for some j < i, we have 
~1 6, w~,w,w,. it contradicts the assumption. Thus, 
b,${bo....>b,-1). 
In particular, for j = 0, one finds that w,! $C. As C is a prefix code, no proper prefix 
of ~1, is in C. This implies that no prefix of WI is in C. 
It is a contradiction since i is unbounded and A is finite. Therefore, ucla, 
an,+1 .uzA C: C. 
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(ii) Next, we verify that UCIU~U,,_~ . . ak+zA k+’ CC, for O<k<m - 1. For k=O, _ 
by (i), clearly, UC~U~~~~_I . ak+zA kf’ C C Now consider k and suppose the conclusion _ . 
has been true for k - 1. Suppose there are 6, e,, e2,. . , ek EA such that, uc~u,,,a,,.--l . . 
ak+2be, e2 . . . ek 6 c Now consider 
uqumam~~ . . . ak+d’ak+lak...al. 
AS ~1 <ic2 = ucIa,u,,_I . . . a2alt300ucjamam_~ . ..uk+zbak+lak . ..a., thus uc,amam_, . . . 
uk,2bak,lak . al 4 C. By the assumption, it is easy to see that no prefix of 
UC, a&Z,,_, . . . Uk+zbUk+,ak . . . a, 
is in C. Otherwise, it is a proper prefix of the words in 
uc,a,a,_, . . . 4w%dk c c 
or we deduce that 
UC, a,a,_l . . . uk+2bAk 2 C. 
Therefore, ucla,,,u,,_-l . . . uk+zbak+luk . . .a~ E C(A+)-‘, there exist XI EA”, b, EA such 
that. 
uc,u,,&_, . . . Uk+2bUk+,Uk . . alxlb, EC. 
Let ak . . . alxj =ylel . . . e: for some yt EA*, ei, . . , e: EA, then 
uq a,a,_ 1 . . . ak+h+lyle~ . ..&I EC, 
moreover, et #&+I. Otherwise, by uclamam_l . ..uk+2bak+.yluk+~e~. ..eLb, EC and 
the assumption, uct u,a,_ I . . . Uk,2bak,, y, ak+, Ak c C. SiIlCC 
C, <~UC,U,&,,-, . ..~.U&,UC,&,L&,-, . ..ak+&k+lY.ak+, . ..a~. 
this is a contradiction with C being a 3-infixxoutfix code. Again consider 
UClGnQm--l . ..~k+2b~k+lYlak+lak...al. 
By the assumption and uqa,u,,_l . . .uk+2buk+lyle~ .e:bl EC, we obtain that no 
proper prefix of 
uqamam_~ . . . ak+2bak+lYlak+lak...al 
is in C. Therefore, by Lemmas 1 and 2, there exist y2 EA*, b2, ef, . . . , ei EA such that, 
Uct%&--l . . .Q+~~Q+IYI~+IY~~?. . .e;b2 E C, 
moreover, ef # ak+l,ef . Repeating the above procedures, there are 
YI>Y~>...EA*, e;‘,ei ,..., e:EA, ial, and b,,b,,b,,...EA 
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such that 
~c~a,~,a,~,_l .ak+zbak+l ylef . ..e:bl EC, 
ucla,,,a,,_l .ak+2bak+ly1ak+ly2ef.. e:bz EC, 
ucla,,a,,,_I . ..ax+zbak.lylar+,y2ak,ly3e: . ..e.b3EC. 
l4C]UmU,,-, ...ak,2bUk,,ylUk+l?2ak+l .Clk+,Jjf?; .e;bjtC. 
Moreover, e; @ {ak+t,el,. ,e;p’}, i3 1. 
It is a contradiction since i is unbounded and il is finite. Therefore, 
UC1 adb- I . ‘. ak+zA k+’ c c. 
In particular. k = m - 1, UC, A” C C, UC, Ai’1 C C. By the duality and ~(‘1 A”’ i C. we 
get 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 0 
Theorem 2. Let C C: A* be a 3-infis-ou@x code and u muximal code. T/WI tlwr 
exists u positive inteyer n such that a” EC for ull a E A. 
Proof. Assume that C is an outfix code, by [4] or [7], then C = A” for some n. Thus, 
the conclusion is obvious. Now, we suppose that C is not an outfix code, there exist 
cl, cz( #cl ) E C such that cto.10~2, i.e., there exist u, c,x E A+ such that ct = 14c, c2 = uxr. 
We first prove that, for every a EA. there exists m such that a” EC. Assume that 
a’@ C for all 1, then we obtain the following contradiction. As C is a 3-infix-outfix 
code and ~100~2, A+ct A* n C = 8. Now we consider act. Since act $ C U C(At )-I. 
by Lemma 1, acl E CA+. Therefore. there exists XI EA.+ which is a proper prefix 
of ~‘1, such that ax1 EC. Similarly, consider aZcr,a3cr,. ,a”‘c.l. m 22. We get that 
u2cl,a3cl,. , a”‘q E CA+. Hence, there exist x2,x;, . . .x,,?, they are the proper prefixes 
of ct, such that a2x2,a3x3 , . . . , a”‘.~,,, E C. Since Icr 1 is finite, there exist X,.X, such that 
a’x,,aJx, EC and i # j. This is a contradiction with C being a bifix code. Therefore. 
for every a EA, there is m such that a” EC. Now let a # b EA. af’, bq E C. We show 
that p = q. If p > q then we deduce a contradiction. Consider a”-‘bq. As C is a bifix 
code, uP-‘b“ @C. By Lemmas 1 and 2, a “~~‘bYECA+uC(A’)-‘. Ifu”P’b”~C(,4+)P’. 
there exists YE A+ such that apP’bYy E C. According to Theorem 1, bY <, aI’- ’ h”~>, 
aPP’b4Ai-“l C C. But by is the proper suffix of a word in a~‘-‘b”.4i’l, this is impos- 
sible. Thus,aJ’-‘by QI! C(A+)-’ , aP-‘bq E CA+. Similarly, consider apP2b”, ape3 hq.. , 
a2b’J, abq. Then ap-2bq,a~‘-3bq,. . a2bY,ab‘fECAf. There exist l<l,,_r,l,,_: . . . . . 
12,/l < q - 1 such that 
a”Ptb’,‘mI aP-2bb~‘,aP-3b’,‘-‘, . , a2b12, &,‘I EC. 
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As C is a bifix code, l,#It for l<s#t<p-I. Therefore, p- l<q- 1, p<q, 
a contradiction. Hence, there exists a common n such that u”EC. 0 
We now give the structure theorem for 3-infix-outfix codes that are maximal codes 
The three following Lemmas were given in [7]. 
Lemma 3 (Long, [7, Lemma 31). Let C be a code over A. Zf syn(C*) is a group, 
then C is a maximal prejix code and a muximal sufix code. 
Lemma 4 (Long, [7, Corollary 51). Let C be a code over A. Zf C* is rejective, then 
syn( C* ) is a group. 
Lemma 5 (Long, [7, Lemma 61). Let C be a code over A. Then C is a full z&form 
code tf and only tf C and C* are rejZective. 
Theorem 3. Let C CA* be a 3-infix-out$x code. Then the jollowing conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) C is a maximal code; 
(2) C is a maximal prejix code; 
(3) C is a fill untform code, C = A” for some n; 
(4) C is a group code, syn( C* ) is a group; 
(5) syn( C* ) is a cyclic group of order n for some n; 
(6) C* is rejective, uv E C*implies vu EC*. 
Proof. By the definitions, we get (l)=+(2), (3)+ (5) (5)+ (4); By Lemmas 3,4, 
and 5, we obtain (4)+(l), (6)=+(4), (3)+(6). Therefore, it suffices to prove that 
(2)+(3). Then we can get (4)+(l)+(2)+(3)=+(5)+(4), (6)+(4)+(3)+(6). 
By Theorem 2, there exists a positive integer n such that a” EC for every aEA. 
By induction on i, we shall prove that: For all a, at, ~2,. . , ai GA, 1 <i <n - 1, the 
following words are in C: 
an-(i+l) 2 n-(ifl) ala2...a;_la,,a 2 Ula2...lZ_lai, 
&if2) ala2.. .ai_la! an--(i+2) ala:,...a,2_lai,a 2 n-(i+2) I 9 a~42...a~_laj, 
a2a1a2.. . n-(i+l) 2 ai-lui 9 
n-_(i+2) 
a ala2 . . .uf_,ai 
n-(i+l) 
,.. ., a2a1 . ..a._, ai, 
n-(i+l) 
aala2...Ui_lUl-',aU*Uz...a,2_lai 
n-(i+2) ,aa~...a~_,ui )...) aaj . ..ain_.ai. 
(i) For i = 1, we verify that a”-‘al,a”-*a:, . .,aq n-‘are in C. By the assump- 
tion, a”, a; E C. Consider a”-‘a;, an-‘a;, . . . , au;. According to Theorem 1, a+‘a;, an-* 
al,. . , aa; 6 C U C(A+)-‘, thus they are in CA+. Therefore, there exist I;_,, 1AP2,. . , 
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Ii, 1) such that 
a II- I /I. I al ,a n-2 L aI . . . ..aai’EC. 
As C is a bifix code, l<li#I:<n-1. for I<s#t<n-I. Again C is a 3-infix- 
outfix code, then 1; # 1. Otherwise, we have au, 6, a”-‘a’,~~~,aa,w~a”-‘a’~~ 1. This 
is impossible. Similarly, we have 1:. Ii,. . . , lfi_-2 # 1. Hence, Ii,_, = 1. If 11 = 2. then 
aa: <; a,~~‘a~-‘,aafwoa”-2a:l’~‘, this contradicts with C being a 3-infix-outfix code. 
Therefore, 1; # 2. Similarly, 1: # 2.. . , 1i,_3 # 2, l,!_, = 2. Repeating the above proce- 
dures, we have that l!,_3 = 3,. . ,I: = n ~ 2,li = n - 1, therefore. 
(ii) Suppose that the conclusion is true for i = k. For all a, a,, a2.. , ah ~~4, the 
following words are in C: 
(y-k 
a[&...ak_lak, 
art-(k+l) 2 n-(k+l) 
ala2...ak_lak,a ala2...az_lak, 
arl-(k+2) 3 n-(k+2) 
aLa2 . ..ak_lak.a a,a2...&,ai,a rr-(k-+2’a, u2 . . ai_, ab. 
n-_(k+l) 2 a2ala2...ak-lak , e(k+?) a ala2...&[ak n-(kfl) ,..., a’a, . ..a._, ak. 
n-k UU, . ..ak_.ak n-(k+l) ,aala2...&lak 
n-(k&2) 
? clal . ..ai_.a, ,..., 
By the assumption, we prove that the conclusion is true for i = k + 1. Consider the 
following words: 
By the assumption and Theorem I, anmmck+‘)a, a~_,dka~+,A+ f’ C = @ Otherwise, 
a;+, and unpck+‘)a, . ..ak_.ajka;f-+,yEC, a:+, must be a proper suffix of a word in C. 
This is impossible. Again by the assumption, no proper prefix of ~?(~~‘)a, . ok_14, 
is in C, thus, a “-‘k+‘)U, . ..a&.&;a;+, @ Cu C(A’)-‘, U”p(X-i”U, . .a&,dka;_, tCA+. 
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Therefore, there exist some positive integers: 
p-_(k+3) En--jk+3f p-_(k+3) 
3 7 2 ‘I ’ 
y(k+2) y-_(k+2) 
2 ‘I ’ 
vk+‘) , 
such that the following words are in C: 
an-(k+l) ll,-,w, 
ala2...ak-lak ak+] , 
an-(k+2) Liz, 
ala2...ak-lakak+l ,a 
n-(k+2) 
aia2 
C-f&+:, 
. . .ak-la~aki, , 
an-(k+3) 
al 
fb-tit?, 
. . ak--lakak+I 
) a”-tk+3) 2 L,,, 
ai ..*akak+l 
, ar+(k+3) L,,, 
ai --.a&+) , 
ama 
4 2 1; 
ri--iA+,) 
fi-(k+l) 1, 
. ..ak__lakak+l,aa]a2 . . .ak_lakak+l,. . .,aala2.. .ak__lak ‘k+l 
According to the choice of the above words, 1; # lb, 1~ p # q <n - (k + 1 ), 1~ i < 
n - (k -I- 1). By the assumption, for all a,al,aa,. . . ,ak EA, 
aal 
n-k . ..ak__lak 
Jr-_(k+-I) 
.aal . ..ai_.ak 
n--fk+Z) 
,aal ...az_Iak ,...,aal . . . ai:fak E c. 
Then, 
L+,l Otherwise, if Ei_-(k+ij >n - k then a”-(k+i)ala2 . . . ak_lokak+] E c and a proper suf- 
fix of an--(k+i)ala2 L+,, . . .ak-lakak+l with the n length is in C. It is a contradiction. 
Similarly, 
’ G ‘.i-(k+Z), t(k+,) , . . . , ii, Zf <n - (k + 2), 
1 <P ’ n-(k+3)3 n-(k+4), . . . ,l;, 1; d ?Z - (k + 3), l3 
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If /I = 1, then 
aaIfl2...a~~Iakai;_Itu,,aalaz ...a&lai aA-1 
This contradicts with C being a 3-infix-outfix code. Thus, 11 # 1. Similarly, 
li)#ji.lji#l)..., 1;-‘k+2’#1, 
therefore, lyeih t ’ ’ = 1. Repeating the above procedures, we get 
/rr4 t I) 
I = 1, I;-‘k+2’ = 1,. , If,_,,+,, = 1, 
lt~-tk+2) 
I = 2. I;--(k+3) = 2.. ) I;_,,_,, = 2, 
,/l-(k+3) 
I = 3, 1;-‘k+4’ = 3,. . .) l;_-(k+3, = 3, 
I: = n ~ (k + 2) 1; = n ~ (k + 2). 
1; =I? - (k + 1). 
Thus, the following words are in C: 
aJi-(s-l) 
ala2...akLlakak+l, 
atz+(k+2) ajaz...ax_jakaf+,,a n-(h+2) aja2... aA--lajah+I. 
arr--(L t3) al ...a~_laka~+l,a n-(k+3) al ...ak_laiai_l,a !I-(k+3) a] . ..ak_ja.ak+~j. 
2 e(kf2) 2 
a al . ..ak__lakak+. 
2 n-(ki3) 
,a al...ak-lakak+, 
e(k+2) 
,.... a’aj . ..ak ak+l, 
n+k+l) 
aa] . .ak_lakak+, 
2 r1-_(k+2) 
,aal . .akplakak+l 
n-(kfl ) 
. . .,aal ..ak&[ak ah-l. 
This proves that the conclusion is true for i = k + 1. 
Combining (i) and (ii), we obtain that for all a,al,a2....,a;gA, l<i<n- 1. u”+’ 
al...a;EC. In particular, taking i=n-1, one has aal...a,,_lEC, A”&C. As C 
is a maximal code, C = A”. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 0 
According to Theorem 3, we have 
Corollary 1. There exist no ir$nite maximal codes which are 3-i@.u-outjis. 
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Corollary 2. There exists no maximal code which is 3-infix-outjix but neither injix 
nor outjix. 
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